
Robit Riddle
Clumsy Conspiracy



1
You wonder if your robit decided to go 

to its favorite place, the robit park. You grab 
your things and head in that direction. 
When you get there you meet some of your 
friends also looking for their pets.

There are many here looking for their 
lost robit friends. Through all of the beeping 
and shuffling you find out that some robits 
had been seen heading towards the 
materials mining company called Moaning 
Mines. Their dark buildings and howling 
mines could be hiding some of the missing 
robits.

Turn to the next page



With each step you take the big mining
center gets a little closer. Oh how you wish
your best friend was with you now.

Coming to a fork in the road, you hear a
noise up ahead. Slowing down, you see a
small bot coming towards you. The little
robot sees you and freezes with fear.

"Why are you here?" he squeaks.

2

Turn to the next page



3

- Turn to page 6

- Turn to page 4

1 or 2 - Turn to page 5

3



Neighs eyes shine as he stands up
straight. He tips his head to the left as he
looks up at you.

With joy in his voice, Neigh tells you, "I
have been looking for robots just like you to
help me find my Clippity. If you are also
searching for the missing robits, I would be
honored to call you friend and help with this
quest."

Neigh Nibbler joins your group.
With a friendly smile he says, "I have

explored the mines, and there was not
much to find there. We probably don't need
to cover them again. I was unable to get
into the buildings and their offices may be
hiding secrets."

4

Follow Neigh to buildings - Turn to page 9 
Lead Neigh to the mines - Turn to page 10



He looks up at you. His eyes focus on
you, as if trying to read your thoughts.

"I know a bit about a fighter named
Jingle Jabber," the little guy opens up.

"I would be careful about going to
Moaning Mines. There are places there you
may not return from," he says looking back
at the buildings, shaking with fear.

5

Continue to Moaning Mines - Turn to page 8 
Turn Around - Turn to page 7

“He seems to know a 5

lot, but he is not to be trusted.”



Just as you are about to take action you
trip and fall. Your head throbs as  you pick
yourself up.

The little guy runs away after that. With
this rough start, do you keep heading
towards Moaning Mines or head back and
find another place to explore?

6

The familiar sound of broken 4

pieces rattles inside your head.

Turn Around - Turn to page 7
Head to Moaning Mines - Turn to page 8



7
Thinking it is best to avoid Moaning 

Mines, you turn your attention to the other 
places where rumors have said the robits 
could be.

Pattering Plant is the friendly company 
that creates the robits. They are known for 
their warmth and caring nature. There are 
some docks nearby that have some rough 
characters that may have answers as well.

Lullaby Lake is a warm welcoming 
resort for many robots to kick back and 
relax. You are sure there are robots there 
who are also missing their robits.

Whirring Waste is an abandoned place 
where some of your friends like to search 
for parts. There are many hidden places 
there that could have unknown surprises.

Which way would you like to head?

Pattering Plant - Tur n to page 16
Lullaby Lake - Tur n to page 17
Whirring Waste - Turn to page 18



The buildings are mostly quiet but you 
can see lights on in some of the offices. 
You see a shadow pass by one of the 
windows.

The mine entrance is off to the side. Its 
huge mouth-like opening makes you feel 
uneasy, even more so when the wind howls 
through their depths.

Where do you want to explore?

8

Buildings - Tur n to page 11
Mines - Turn to page 12



Together with Neigh you search for a
way into the buildings. You find the loading
docks in the back are open. Entering
quietly, there is no one around.

Neigh then leads you through the
seemingly empty building. After a long and
complete search of the buildings you have
found nothing that will lead you to the
missing robits.

Neigh says, "Maybe we should head
somewhere else? Lullaby Lake is a bit far,
but some of my friends there can answer
questions. Whirring Waste is closer and full
of dark corners that could be hiding
secrets."

Which way do you want to go?

9

Lullaby Lake - Turn to page 13 
Whirring Waste - Turn to page 14



Turning towards the mines, metal
clanks and crumbles behind you. You
quickly turn around. Neigh Nibbler has
fallen to the ground.

"I'm sorry," he says as you pick him up.
"I was not being totally honest. I did

search the mines from top to bottom, but I
ran across someone or something that tried
to attack me. I was able to get away, but I
fear if we go back we would not be so
lucky."

Do you want to listen to your new friend
and head to the buildings or do you want to
continue to the mines, assuring him that
you can take on anything together?
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Back to Buildings - Turn to page 9 
Continue to Mines - Turn to page 15



The hunching buildings tower over you.
You search and search for a way into one
of the buildings but every door is locked.
You turn the corner of yet another building
and spy a light coming from an open
loading dock.

There is a truck backed up to the
loading dock that has its engine running but
no one is inside.

The light around the building turns a
bluish color and starts to flicker as a large
electrified robot appears. The popping of
his blue energy is causing your wires to
stand on end. You quickly jump behind a
large trash bin. Can you get into the facility
without him noticing?

11

- Turn to page 21

4 - Turn to page 19

3 or 2 - Turn to page 20



Darkness oozes from the entrance to
the mines. Your sensors pick up nothing
from the deep black hole.

The howling you hear might not just be
the wind. Distinct voices are being carried
by the thick air.

Your feet freeze. Do you will yourself to
move forward or do you feel the need to
head back to the buildings?
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Forward into Mines - Turn to page 22 
Back to the Buildings - Turn to page 11



Neigh says, "I know a short cut that can
save time. It should be quicker but it may
be a bit more risky."

Do you want to take Neigh's shortcut or
take the more well known common path?
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Take Shortcut - Turn to page 23 
Take Known Path - Turn to page 24



The way to Whirring Waste is unfriendly
at best. Old machines turn a dull orange,
overcome by rust. A clanking of solid metal
breaks the silence in this dark corner of
Tink Town. You follow the noise.

You come to a building that is falling
apart. An orange glow is pouring from a
huge open door. Tanks of orange liquid fill
the room. You hear an oink sound coming
from inside. Just then a robot rumbles out.
She is not happy to see someone standing
there and lashes out at you.
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4

- Turn to page 27

- Turn to page 25

2 or 3 - Turn to page 26



Taking the path to the mines, your head 
is twisting left and right. Every sound puts 
Neigh on full alert.

The mouth of the mine is huge. The 
tracks of large vehicles are fresh on the 
mine floor. A moan rings out from the 
depths below as the wind rushes out.

Supporting your friend Neigh, you push 
into the cold depths. Following the tracks 
on the mine floor you hear the clattering of 
metal up ahead. Letting go of Neigh, you 
crouch down to sneak up to the sounds.

Just then you are hit from behind. You 
wake up hours later in the mine. It takes a 
few minutes for your sensors to start 
working again.

You are in the same spot as before, but 
now there is no chattering, and there is no 
Neigh Nibbler. You hope that he is okay. 
Searching up ahead you find nothing.

Coming out of the mines it is dark. You 
were out for a long time. You head home, 
ending today's adventure.

15

The End 2



The sun is up and you hope that the
friendly folks at Pattering Plant will have
some answers. Your path takes you to the
biggest cross roads in Tink Town.

Paths are crisscrossing all around.
Tubes are weaving in and out above your
head. Lights glare down at you.

You always get confused about which
way to take. Will you be able to find the
right path to Pattering Plant?
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- Turn to page 30

3 or 1 or 2 - Turn to page 29



The lake moves back and forth as a
rainbow of colors dance on the surface.
The resort shimmers and sparkles like a
magical wonderland.

The beach is empty so you head up to
the resort. There are many robots about,
but they do not respond to you. They seem
like they are not quite here or aware.

You find one robot in the gym who does
respond. He is very interested in a good
workout as he opens the ropes to the
boxing ring.
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- Turn to page 33

4 - Turn to page 31

2 or 3 - Turn to page 32



A harsh wind blows across your metal.
Your thoughts whirl as you wander to
Whirring Waste. Junk and long forgotten
parts clutter the path.

Not many come to Whirring Waste. One
of the few that does enter this gloomy
gutter is Dent Ding.

Your old friend Dent is digging for
treasures up ahead. You call out to him in
the hopes that he may be able to help.
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- Turn to page 36

4 - Turn to page 34

3 or 2 - Turn to page 35



You are able to get in. He is starting to 
load crates into the large truck. You hear a 
ring. He pauses and takes a call.

"Yes, loading up now. I will be there 
shortly ... There was a problem with a 
couple of bots operating out of the mines. 
They are moving their product out of town 
on a boat at the docks of Pattering Plant.

"A little bot is in charge and a crusty 
sea captain named Aargh Arguer is the 
muscle."

"We will be able to turn him into an ally 
with that fact."

He hangs up and turns back to his 
work. You head to the back of the 
warehouse. In a larger crate you hear a 
trumpeting sound. You quietly open the box 
and out comes an elephant.

           Echo joins you and leads you 
around very quietly.
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Turn to page 53

“The captain can be controlled 11

by talking about his former robit.”



Getting around him, you see he is
starting to load crates into the large truck.
You hear a ring. He pauses and takes a
call.

"Yes, loading up now. I will be there
shortly ... There was a problem with a
couple of bots operating out of the mines.
They are moving their product out of town
on a boat at the docks of Pattering Plant.

"A little bot is in charge and a crusty
sea captain named Aargh Arguer is the
muscle."

"We will be able to turn him into an ally
with that fact."

He hangs up and turns back to his work. 
Looking for another way out you head into a 
room at the back.
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Turn to page 28

“The captain can be controlled 11

by talking about his former robit.”



Eek grabs you, sending more power
racing through your wires than they can
handle. The smell of burnt circuits tells you
something is damaged. He puts you in a
room and closes the door.

21

Turn to page 28

Your voice 6

jitters as you talk.



Each step into the mines seems harder
than the last. You hear noises from one of
the passages.

Heading down the dark path, it starts to
sound like a party up ahead with chatter
filling the air. A light at the end of the tunnel
puts you at ease for a moment.

You can make out someone loading
cages into a large truck. Just then you are
struck from behind.

You wake up to complete darkness. You
call out but no one answers. A light dances
down the passage towards you. A friendly
miner helps you find your way out.

You have been out cold all night, your
power is low and there is no chance of
searching any more today. You head home
to recharge and hunt for the robits another
day.
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The End 2



You find yourself fighting 
through the thick forest around
  Lullaby Lake hoping to reach the
    resort.

23

- Turn to page 41

2 or 3 or 1 - Turn to page 40

Snap Snare

Neigh's shortcut takes 
you right into an old trapper's 
 hunting grounds. Before you 

 know it, you are trapped 
    inside a snare. You see 
      some trees just above the 
        trap. You need to find a 
         way out or you might be            
           stuck here for a long             

time. How will you
 escape this cage?



Finally making it to the resort, there are 
many robots about but they do not seem 
aware. They are walking in pairs, side by 
side, arms locked together.

In search of anyone that is able to 
answer some questions, you hear a ringing 
from the door to the gym and enter.

Bouncing back and forth and swinging
his arms around is an old bot. His metal
shines but is rough around the edges. His
gears jingle as his arms move back and
forth. You ask him if he knows what is going
on.

"I may have answers, but how about a
good workout first?" Smirking, he pulls
open the ropes for you to enter the ring.
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- Turn to page 48

4 - Turn to page 46

2 or 3 - Turn to page 47



You overcome Ohm for long enough to 
quickly grab the robit from the tank.

           It is Oinkie!
Oinkie is so happy to have a friendly 

companion. She leads you away from the 
building as quickly as possible.

25

Turn to page 42



Somehow you manage to trap Ohm in 
one of her murky tanks. You rescue the 
robit in the other tank.

           It is Oinkie!
Oinkie jumps up and down too excited 

to be held. You quickly get the police and 
lead them to Ohm still stuck in her tank.

"You think this is the only robit that I
had! You think that I am working alone! This 
is not the last you will hear from me!" Ohm 
screams as she is dragged away.

While it feels great rescuing Oinkie, 
Ohm's threats haunt your thoughts. It has 
taken much time to get this sorted. With 
your power running low, you head home. 
But one question remains. Where are all the 
other robits?

26

The End 12



There is a pain shooting up your leg as
you make your escape. She does not give
chase and you slow down to check the
issue.

You will have to deal with that angry
robot when you are better prepared. Until
then, you continue to search through
Whirring Waste.
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Turn to page 42

3A damaged
leg will slow you down.



In the middle of the room is an alarm.
You hear it click to life. You have seconds
before you are overcome by the most
horrible sound. How are you going to get
out of here?

28

4

- Turn to page 39

- Turn to page 37

3 or 2 - Turn to page 38



You find just the route you were looking
for. Surprising yourself makes you feel
great!

29

Turn to page 44

You are able to 15

focus your mental power.



Without a good plan, you are lost. You
stop at the next crossroads. There are four
paths in front of you.

The first looks old and not cared for.
The second is winding yet calm. The third
is well travelled, and the forth clean and
clear.

Which path do you take?

30

Old Road - Turn to page 18
Calm Road - Turn to page 17
Well Travelled Road - Turn to page 44 
Clear Road - Turn to page 49



Jingle is bent down in the corner of the 
ring. His head hangs low. You are worried 
that you may have been too hard on this 
old fighting bot.

He rises and gives you a big smile.
"That was a great workout. I haven't had 
that kind of exercise in a long time. Anyone 
that can go metal to metal with me 
deserves my help"

            Jingle Jabber joins your group!
"I think I know who to talk to about the 

missing robits."

31

"I think taking a trip to the docks at 
Pattering Plant will help shed some light 
onto these strange days."

“Aargh Arguer 2

is an old friend of mine.”

Turn to page 57



Jingle loudly says, "That was a good 
workout! Now, it seems like you were 
looking for more than just exercise. I know 
a bit about the missing robits, or rather, I 
know someone who might. I have a friend 
that is the captain of a ship down by the 
docks next to Pattering Plant. His name is 
Aargh Arguer."

With that, he goes back to the punching 
bag and continues his workout. You decide 
to head out of Lullaby Lake towards 
Pattering Plant.

32

Turn to page 50

“Sing him a sea 1

chantey to get him to talk.”



After a friendly sparring match with 
Jingle, you find yourself a little dizzy and 
slow moving.

That will slow your reactions, but you 
must push on.

Jingle smiles, "Thank you for the good 
workout. I know the docks near Pattering 
Plant should give you some clues."

You decide to head out of Lullaby Lake.
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Turn to page 50

There is a grinding sound 12

coming from your shoulder.



Dent loves to help friends in need. He 
sees that you feel the same. Finding 
someone who cares like himself sparks new 
life in him.

            Dent Ding joins your group.
"Strange things have been happening 

around Whirring Waste. I have seen trucks 
coming and going. I think I recognize one of 
the drivers as someone who works at 
Moaning Mines," Dent says.

Continuing, he speaks plainly, "I have 
also heard talk about a sea captain named 
Aargh Arguer. He has a ship down by the 
docks at Pattering Plant. Aargh is heading 
out with a big shipment tonight."

Dent is ready to follow you anywhere. 
Which way do you want to go?
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Deeper in Whirring Waste - Turn to page 51 
The Docks at Pattering Plant - Turn to page 57 
Investigate Moaning Mines - Turn to page 52



Dent says, "While I was treasure 
hunting outside Moaning Mines, I 
overheard someone talking about a 
delivery that Aargh Arguer was going to 
make."

Dent says goodbye and returns to his 
current treasure hunt for parts. There may 
be more to find at Moaning Mines than you 
thought. Do you want to head back there or 
head deeper into Whirring Waste?
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Further into Whirring Waste - Turn to page 51 
Return to Moaning Mines - Turn to page 52

“His emotions 14

control his actions.”



Dent shakes is head. "I am trying to 
pass the time until my Ducky comes home. 
I hope that it is soon. I never realized how 
much I rely on him to help me."

He turns and lowers his head. He 
seems to be trying to just make it through 
the day.

With not much to go on, you continue to 
search Whirring Waste.
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Turn to page 51



On a desk you find some tools. Using 
them you are able to quickly disable the 
alarm before it goes off.

                       You clip the Useful Utensils to 
your waist.

You manage to open the door and head 
to the other end of the loading dock.

37

Turn to page 53



The alarm starts to sound but you 
manage to get it turned off. Eek Energy 
barges in.

"What are you doing!" Eek shouts.
Bolts of electricity shoot out in different 

directions from his hands. He stomps over 
to the alarm and grabs it. Smoke pours 
from the alarm as he crushes it under his 
strength.

He mumbles to himself as he attacks 
the alarm, "Think you are going to foil our 
plans. No, I will not let that happen. Things 
will change as will the robits."

"Only we have the answers that will 
make everyone equal," he says, stomping 
away and locking you in.

It grows silent outside and you noisily 
break down the door after many tries. It is 
late and you have used all your energy 
breaking free. You head home for a 
recharge. Besting this foe will have to wait 
for another day.
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The End 12



The noise pierces through your metal,
dropping you to your knees. Dazed and
confused, you are unable to figure out how
to escape.

Just then a little robot runs into the room 
and drags you out. It is Neigh Nibbler and 
he has saved you from a terrible fate.

"Thank goodness I got to you in time. I
waited for that large electric bot to leave
then came and got you. Thankfully the
alarm had not been going off for long,"
Neigh says, helping you out.

He continues, "I was following you to
see if you found any new information."

"You really should head to Lullaby Lake
to revive yourself after that ordeal. I can't
stay with you, but wish you luck. Take care."
Neigh points you in the right direction and
then waves goodbye.
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Turn to page 62

The ringing in your 7

head makes it hard to focus.



While escaping from the Snape Snare
you stumble across something shiny. There
is a note attached.

40

Turn to page 24

 You pocket the Savvy Sensor.
After getting past the traps, Neigh

eventually takes you to a path leading to
the resort.

If you were caught by my Snap 
Snare please accept this as an
apology friend. This Savvy Sensor 
may help you avoid these kinds of 
traps in the future.

--Rusty Rustle



Finding a way out of this trap proves 
harder than you thought. You hope that a 
friendly face will pass by but no one does. 
Hours cycle by as you wait for rescue.

Finally an old trapper shows up. "What 
in tarnation are you doing in my Snap 
Snare? Don't you know anything! These 
things have voice commands built into 
them. You just need to say 'Release' and 
they will turn off."

As soon as he spoke "release" the trap 
turns off and you are free. With the day 
fading away you will have to try again 
tomorrow.
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The End 3



You see an old friend poking around a
junk pile. Dent is always helpful and a great
gatherer of useful trash. Maybe he has
found something while digging around this
unfriendly place. He stands as you
approach.
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Turn to the next page



- Turn to page 55

5 or 6 or 4 - Turn to page 54

43



A large crowd blocks the way to
Pattering Plant. Over at the docks you see
a crusty old ship captain.

44

The aging pirate stands between you 
and some crates near his ship as you walk 
over to the docks.

"What be ye doin' here?" Aargh asks 
you in a rough manner.

You know something isn't right here. 
You want a look at those crates, but how do 
you want to handle this barnacle bot?

Turn to the next page



- Turn to page 64

4 or 5 or 3 - Turn to page 63

45



Jingle Jabber exits the ring with a big 
smile on his face. "I haven't had that good 
of a workout in a long time. I have a feeling 
I know who to talk to about the missing 
pets."

"Ever since he lost his pet Tweets," 
Jingle continues, "he has not been the 
same. He knows some bots of questionable 
backgrounds. He has a ship by the docks 
next to Pattering Plant."

"I will join you and help convince Aargh 
that you are trustworthy bucko's, as he 
would say."

            Jingle Jabber joins you.
With Jingle Jabber at your side, you 

head off towards Pattering Plant looking for 
Aargh Arguer.
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Turn to page 69

“Aargh Arguer 2

is an old friend of mine.”



"That was a mighty fine workout. Now 
lets get back to your questions," your 
sparring partner says.

Jingle Jabber's voice shoots out, "Aargh 
Arguers is an old friend of mine. Ever since 
he lost his pet Tweets he has not been the 
same. He knows some bots with 
questionable backgrounds. He has a ship 
by the docks next to Pattering Plant."

He slaps you on the shoulder and says 
goodbye, turning back to his workout. As 
you walk away, you can hear him humming 
a nice tune to himself.

Neigh leans in and says quietly, "I think 
that old timer has a couple of bolts loose. 
We should head over to Whirring Waste. I 
am sure we will find some answers there."
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Go to Whirring Waste - Turn to page 68 
Head to Pattering Plant - Turn to page 69

“Sing him a sea 1

chantey to get him to talk.”



You awake with Jingle and Neigh 
leaning over you.

"Sorry about that. Sometimes I don't 
know my own strength. That there is a 
good bump, you should get that checked 
out."

Neigh grabs you and quickly leads you 
out of the gym. "That old bot is not to be 
trusted. We should head out of here and 
over to Whirring Waste. There will be parts 
there that can mend your damage."

Still a bit dazed, you can't argue much 
as Neigh takes you in the direction of 
Whirring Waste.
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Turn to page 68

There is a grinding sound 12

coming from your shoulder.



You spend hours going round and 
round. Lost, you eventually stumble across 
the correct path. Having spent so much 
time lost, you are now lost for time and 
must return home.

You will conquer this road block another 
day.
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The End 5



Heading out of Lullaby Lake you take a
mostly unused path hoping to find some
hidden clues or robits hidden in the thick
undercover. This backfires as you are
quickly caught up in an old snare.

You are held in place, but you can move
your arms. There are trees above you just
out of reach. You need to find a way out of
this or you might be here a long time.
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- Turn to page 41

3 or 2 or 4 - Turn to page 56



You search through all the junk and 
crumbling buildings. You approach yet 
another building but this one has an orange 
glow popping through its cracks.

As you walk up to the building, a large
garage door opens up and a bot rolls out,
laughing to herself in a most evil way. She
doesn't see you.

She is holding a little robit in her arms
that is struggling to escape. You quietly
follow them back into the building without
drawing attention. She throws the little robit
in a tank filled with orange liquid. You must
think fast to save the robit.
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4

- Turn to page 59

- Turn to page 58

2 or 3 - Turn to page 26



The quiet walk into Moaning Mines
makes you uneasy. The silence is hard to
bear. The familiar buildings rise as you
draw near. You can make out a little robot
sneaking between the buildings.

You call out to him, and he quickly
comes over.

"Shhh! Are you trying to let everyone
know we are here? Why have you come
back?" he says, looking sour.
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- Turn to page 61

4 or 3 or 5 - Turn to page 60



From the back of the warehouse you 
hear the truck leave. Poking your head out, 
you see there is no one around.

You hear some robits from just around 
the corner of a large stack of boxes. You 
quietly make your way over there and find 
some cages with robits in them.

You open up the cages and the robits 
are happy to be free. They do not want to 
stick around and quickly move out the door. 
You know that they are headed home and 
will be safe.

You head out of the warehouse to see if 
you can tell which way the truck went. You 
decide it is either headed to Whirring Waste 
or Pattering Plant. Which way do you want 
to go?
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Whirring Waste - Turn to page 65 
Pattering Plant - Turn to page 67



Dent lights up as you talk. He works 
away, checking on your functions.

"I have heard that there may be 
answers at Pattering Plant. The robit care-
givers that work there know the most about 
our pets. I am sure they will have answers," 
Dent says while running his checkup on 
you.

He buttons you up and says goodbye.
Neigh pulls you aside, away from Dent, 

"Lullaby Lake is the place to go. Why would 
the Pattering Plant workers have answers?"
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Go to Lullaby Lake - Turn to page 83 
Go to Pattering Plant - Turn to page 69

Clear all negative story
cues on anyone in your party.



55
Dent looks down at his feet. His 

shoulders hunched over.
His voice shakes, "Ever since Ducky 

went missing, I just don't know what I am 
doing. I can't find parts. I can't fix bots. I 
have looked everywhere I can think of. I 
don't even know where to look next for my 
best friend."

You try to cheer him up. He smiles a 
little but you know it is just for show.

"Maybe the robit caregivers at Pattering 
Plant know where the robits went to?" Dent 
says.

Neigh grabs you away from Dent.
"Lullaby Lake is the place to go. Why would 
the Pattering Plant workers have answers?"

Head to Lullaby Lake - Tur n to page 83
Head to Pattering Plant - Turn to page 69



            Managing to free yourself, you 
find a Savvy Sensor.

The sensor shows you the location of 
the traps in your current area. You keep it in 
one of your storage pockets for later use.

Getting to the end of the path, which 
way would you like to head?
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Pattering Plant - Turn to page 70 
Whirring Waste - Turn to page 71



All is quiet and calm at Pattering Plant 
as the sun starts to set. The warm glow of 
the orange sunset fills the air. The front 
gate to the plant is locked tight but there is 
much action going on at the docks.

As you walk over, a large pirate-looking
bot blocks your way. He sees you looking
over at the containers being loaded by a
smaller robot onto a large ship.

"Many set thar sails on th' docks but ye
be out 'o place here. What be ye
business?" the large bot frowns.
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A cold glare crosses Ohm's face. She 
knows that she has been bested. Her 
tracks hum underneath her frame as she 
runs off. Unable to catch her, you return to 
the lab.

The cute little pig looks fast asleep in 
the tank of orange liquid. You pull a lever 
next to the tank and a loud swoosh noise 
shakes the ground as if a large toilet just 
flushed. All the orange liquid drains out of 
the bottom and the glass container lifts up.

            Oinkie jumps into your arms.
The little robit seems excited to lead 

you out of Whirring Waste and towards 
Pattering Plant. You follow the prompt 
moving piggy.
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Unable to best Ohm, you must retreat. 
With your head hung low and not paying 
attention to where you are going you just 
take the first path out of Whirring Waste.
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"I can help you find your way around
here. Just follow me."

Neigh leads you here and there. He
opens yet another door, pokes his head in
and motions for you to enter. After you get
in, he steps outside, locks the door, and
runs away.
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"Why didn't you say so the first time?
Let me help. Follow me and I will show you 
the way," Neigh responds, not aware of 
what you are doing or saying.

Off he goes into the buildings. He 
keeps an eye on you to make sure you are 
following closely.

"This way. Not far now," he keeps 
repeating.

Just as you are thinking about turning 
back, he disappears around a corner.

You hear his voice echoing around the 
halls, "Just a bit further."

All of a sudden the lights go out. A 
wicked laugh rings out. The floor drops as 
you fall into a pit. Trapped, you can hear 
Neighs little metal feet pattering away.

You eventually find a way out but it is 
very late and no one is around. Getting 
caught in these buildings will land you in 
trouble. You head home to search another 
day.
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This peaceful place is just what you
need. You are sure that there will be some
helpful robots around here. The path up to
the resort is narrow and hard.

With your head in the clouds, or a
clouded head, you completely miss the
Snap Snare and are now trapped. How will
you get yourself free?
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You work your way past Aargh Arguer. 
Looking through the crates, you find a few 
robits.

            Atchoo is happy to see you!
The rest of the robits scatter as they 

head for home. You turn to question Aargh 
but he is not around. From behind you, 
metal drags across the ground. You turn 
back but there is nothing, only a small stack 
of empty crates.

Just then, something strikes you hard. 
Out of the corner of your eye you see a 
small bot as you black out.

You wake up with Atchoo licking your 
face. It is night and the docks are clear 
except for you and Atchoo. You head home 
to fix the dent in your head so you will be 
ready for the next day.
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The pirate stands there, not moving. All 
of a sudden you are struck from behind. 
The lights fade as you look back and see a 
small figure.

You wake up hours later. You are in 
some kind of container. There is trash all 
around you. You flip open the lid and find 
yourself in the trash bin at the docks. It is 
night and the ship is gone along with all the 
crates.

Low on power, you head home, picking 
the random pieces of trash out of your 
cracks. You will have to head back out 
another day.
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The truck from Moaning Mines is
backed up to one of the least run-down
looking buildings. From a good hiding place
you watch the electrified driver pacing back
and forth. After a long delay a large door
opens and out rolls a robot.

You hear them talking but can't quite
make it out. They head inside and you
sneak after them. The two robots enter a
room where they are bathed in orange light.
A little pig is strapped to a table. How will
you stop them and free the robit?
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- Turn to page 87

4 - Turn to page 85

4 or 4 - Turn to page 86
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You take the fastest way possible to
Pattering Plant. You forgot that it takes you
through the most complex cross roads in
Tink Town.

Roads, tubes, and lights are dancing
before you. There are so many possible
paths. Can you find the right one without
getting lost?
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As the way opens up to Whirring 
Waste, you see Neigh looking back and 
forth.

Taking a quick rest at a crossroads, 
Neigh says, "I hear something down this 
other path. I am going to go check it out. I'll 
be right back."

After a little while you start to worry 
about your friend. You look down the path 
Neigh took towards Pattering Plant. There 
is no sign of him.

          Neigh Nibbler has disappeared.
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Neigh takes the lead as your group
heads to Pattering Plant. You quickly
approach the biggest cross roads in Tink
Town.

Finding your way through this bit of
road always seems to get you lost. Maybe
this time you can find the right way to go
with the help of your friend Neigh.
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Thinking of your missing best friend,
you loose track and take a wrong turn. You
end up at the largest cross roads in Tink
Town.

Tubes and paths are twisting all around.
You always seem to have problems with
this place. You could waste a lot of time if
you are not careful.
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Taking the little travelled road to
Whirring Waste is cold and lonely. This
place knows no caretaker. Junk is piled
everywhere.

Thankfully, you see an old friend doing
what he does best, searching for parts. He
smiles as you approach.

He might have some information about
what is going on. At the very least he can
patch you up if you are in need.
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The old pirate's eyes brighten. He is 
taken with your actions as if you have a 
spell over him.

Aargh says, "I be lost without me robit 
Tweets. His trip t' Davey Jones' locker 
should have been celebrated but all 't has 
brought me be th' loss o' me hearty bucko. 
A bucko like him be not easily replaced.

"At first I couldn't believe that he was 
gone. I be so angry that I agreed to 'tis plan 
to make others just as miserable as I be. 
Seein' ye 'n ye passion has sparked a light 
inside 'o me. I reckon that I can move on 
now.

"I had taken 'tis wee one as me own, 
but I be knowin' he misses his true robot 
bucko. Can ye return him fer me?"

Aargh goes and lets a little dog out of 
the cage behind him.

            Atchoo jumps into your arms.
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"Neigh Nibbler be th' true mastermind 'o 
'tis plan. He thinks no one can outsmart 
him.

"Neigh be th' one loadin' th' ship right 
now. I be off to Memorial Park to shout a 
proper goodbye to me robit Tweets."
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Beeping and a blinking light emits from
behind you. You turn and see a large alarm
in the middle of the room. You know it is
about to go off. Fearful of what that might
mean, you search for a way to disable it
and get out.
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Just as you free yourself, a helpful 
stranger with a large smile across his face 
comes wandering up.

"Next time use this," he says handing 
you some type of device.

You take the instrument and turn it on. 
It bleeps and bloops to life. There is a 
readout that gives you a scan of the current 
area. The trap you were just caught in 
shows up.

                       You keep the Savvy Sensor for 
future use.

You look up and thank the stranger. 
Maybe he might have some good 
information.
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It is much more difficult than you 
thought. After struggling, a friendly stranger 
comes by. He pops open the trap and sets 
you free.

Grateful to be free you turn to your 
savior and thank him.
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Before the alarm sounds, you disable it
with the help of some tools you find on a
nearby table.

You store the Useful Utensils.
While trying to figure a way out of the 

locked room, you look out the window. You 
see Neigh Nibbler leaving the building 
heading off towards Pattering Plant.

Using the Useful Utensils, you open the 
door and head back into the hallway. You 
can either keep searching the building or 
head towards Pattering Plant.
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Head to Pattering Plant - Turn to page 57



Unable to turn off the device, it screams 
a horrible noise and light blasts in all 
directions. This causes you to loose your 
bearings and fall over bumping your head.

Somehow you manage to shut down the 
alarm and escape the room. You worry that 
this trouble may have alerted someone.

Do you want to head towards Pattering 
Plant? Maybe go to Lullaby Lake where you 
can heal yourself in the lake? Or will you 
risk staying here and keep searching these 
buildings?
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As the alarm sounds, the floor drops 
out from underneath your feet. You tumble 
down into a pit. Trapped there, you try and 
try again to free yourself.

You eventually find a way out of the 
trap. Thankfully, there is no one in this part 
of the building. Fearing that your entry 
without approval might get you into trouble 
you head outside.

It is very late and not much is 
happening around Tink Town now. You 
decide to head home. You can find 
everyone's missing robit friends another 
day.
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You stumble upon a vehicle that has
been left to rot and rust away. After
tinkering with it for a little while you are able
to get it running.

It comes to life like it has made a new
friend. Blue light emits from all corners. It
rumbles as it waits for you to get in.

You get into your Xenon X-Pod.
The self-driving mode and navigation 

are offline, so it seems like it will be up to 
you to take control.

There are two paths before you. No
matter which one you choose you will now 
definitely get there faster. Which way would 
you like to head?
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With a clear head and some luck you 
find the right way to Pattering Plant. 
Surprising yourself makes you feel great!
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After a few minutes you are lost in a 
sea of twists and turns. You decide to 
choose a road out of here and hope for the 
best.

Which one to choose? The first road 
seems old and not cared for. The second 
looks well traveled. The third looks winding 
but calm.
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Neigh confidently leads the way to
Lullaby Lake. A plinking noise rings out in
the forest to your right. As the sun fades
you try to see what made the sound.

By the time you turn back, Neigh is far
ahead. You see him take a path to the left.
Catching up to where you last saw him, you
can tell he is heading towards Pattering
Plant but he is no where to be seen. You
head to Pattering Plant to see if you can
find Neigh.

Neigh has left you.
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During your wanderings through the
underpasses, overpasses, bridges, tunnels,
junctions, and loops you stumble across a
long forgotten vehicle. After a little tinkering
you are able to get it working again.

You get into your Xenon X-Pod.
Soon it is purring like a kitten. 

Everything fits just right as you get in.
You easily make it through the rest of 

the X'd X'ing with your trusty vehicle 
leading the way.
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Putting an end to Eek's and Ohm's 
plans you rescue all the robits that you can, 
starting first with the poor pig. He shakes as 
you get close. You untie the robit from the 
table and he jumps up and starts to run out. 
He stops and slowly comes back to you.

           Oinkie jumps into your arms.
"There are more robits at the docks of 

Pattering Plant," Ohm squeaks out.
"If you hurry now you may be able to 

get to them before they disappear forever," 
Ohm says in a dark tone.

You know that they are trying to distract 
you so they have a chance to get free. Do 
you want to listen to them, or free the robits 
in the truck?
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You pull off your plan remarkably well. 
Ohm and Eek manage to escape as the 
police show up.

            Releasing Oinkie he jumps up 
and down, happy to be free.

Coming back to the garage door you 
see the police have opened up the back of 
the truck. There are many cages with robits 
locked up.

The police thank you for your effort in 
helping find so many of the robits. You are 
a hero today but you know that these are 
not all of the missing robits. There are 
many more to be found.
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You barely make it out of there. Eek
and Ohm give chase. Eek shouts out,
"Head back to Pattering Plant and tell
Aargh that we are coming for him next."

They let you go but you wonder why
they thought you were with this Aargh bot.
As they head back to their dark plans, you
limp away.

Lullaby Lake will help heal your leg 
but is a long way from here right now. Do 
you want to head to Lullaby Lake or check 
out Aargh at Pattering Plant?
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Jingle smiles 
warmly at you, then 
gives you a solid 
punch in the arm. 
"Mighty glad I found 
you. It is good to see 
a robot that is..."

- Turn to page 101

4 - Turn to page 99

3 or 2 - Turn to page 100

Jingle Jabber

Clearly there is 
something he is not 
telling you. Can you 
convince him that you 
are worthy of his trust?
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     Dent has been looking for just the right 
bots to join in finding the missing robits.

            Dent Ding joins your group!
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Dent works on your aches and pains. 
After your long day of adventuring it is a 
welcome relief.

As Dent works, a noise sounds in the 
distance. This is not a place often visited by 
other bots. You head to check it out.
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Dent looks at you with confusion. "I am 
not sure what is going on. I haven't had 
much luck finding parts or fixing bots since 
my robit Ducky disappeared. The only thing 
I have heard is a rumor about something 
going on at the docks of Pattering Plant."

With your friend just as confused as 
you, he says sorry and returns to his work. 
You decide to head to Pattering Plant, 
hopefully it will prove fruitful.
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Getting past Aargh, you see Neigh
Nibbler waiting for you. He is standing
straight as he looks you down. His eyes
narrow and a bright spot forms in the
middle.

"You think you are so big, besting my
hired hand. I may not look it but I will not be
so easy," Neigh says with a laugh.

Neigh looks around and smirks. You
feel he has a hidden surprise for you.
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With Aargh bested, you see Neigh
Nibbler waiting for you. He is standing
straight as he looks you down. His eyes
narrow and a bright spot forms in the
middle.

"I may not look it but I will not be so
easy to best," Neigh says with a laugh.

Neigh smirks and squints looking
around. You feel he has a hidden surprise
for you.
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Night has fallen as you make your way 
to Pattering Plant. In the harbor you see a 
ship heading out to sea. It is odd for a ship 
to be leaving in such a silent matter, no 
horn, no escort.

You search around in the dark. There is 
nothing to be found. The sun has long been 
set and the darkness swallows your hopes.

Unable to find any of your missing 
friends and your power running low you are 
forced to turn in for the night. Maybe the 
next day will bring better luck.
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The sun starts to fade as the last rays
of light reflect off of Pattering Plant. Not
many are here this time of night. The gate
is locked but you hear odd noises from the
docks and head in that direction.

Standing in front of you is a crusty old 
ship captain. He picks at his skull-shaped 
face with his large hook. You hear the cry of 
robits from the large boat at the dock. 
Neigh runs past Aargh towards the boat. 
Aargh's gaze remains fixed on you.

Neigh Nibbler is gone.
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As you move from hall to hall no one
seems to be around. You see a truck at the
loading dock as you pass by a window.

There is a robot quickly loading crates
onto the truck. He turns his head side to
side. You decide there is something not
right about his actions and head down.

The busy worker keeps looking into an
office, allowing you to easily hide behind
some boxes. You are curious as to what
has his attention. Can you sneak a peak in
the office without his notice?
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The lake is such a lovely place to bring
robits. It is sad to think there will be no robit
friends around when you get there.

With your head in the clouds you soon
find yourself stuck. Caught inside of an old
trappers snare, you twist and turn but it
does not help. How are you going to get out
of this problem?
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"There is something strange going on.
All the bots around the resort have started
to lose their minds. They walk in circles, not
aware of their surroundings."

Jingle looks you up and down. "You
have impressed me. I think we can help
each other out and put an end to these
strange days."

Jingle Jabber joins your group!
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"I have someone who I suspect of being 
involved with the missing robits. He has 
been hiding something from me," the old bot 
says, putting his head down.

Jingle looks up, "If you are injured we 
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to Pattering Plant and Aargh Arguer."
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"An old sea captain named Aargh 
Arguer is somehow caught up in this mess. 
He is over at the docks by Pattering Plant.

The old bot puts his head down. "He 
has been hiding something from me. I am 
sure it is related."

Shaking off his sadness he says, "If you 
are in need of repair, head to the lake first, 
otherwise travel to Pattering Plant."

Do you listen to Jingle or take a 
different path to Whirring Waste?
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You get to walking and talking with the 
feisty old robot. He talks and talks, time 
passes and he really hasn't told you 
anything.

Actually you now think his processor 
might be crashing. At first his sentences 
made sense, now they are just a mix of 
sounds.

You look around and realize you have 
lost track of where you are. You scout 
around trying to figure out your location. 
There is a crossroads up ahead. You look 
back and Jingle has gone missing. Without 
much to go on, which path do you take?
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The building in front of you isn't as 
rundown as the rest, but there are still open 
gaps in the walls where you can sneak in. 
You decide to take a risk and poke your 
head through one of the openings.

Inside you see a very new-looking 
room. The walls are shiny and show no 
signs of age. There is an orange glow 
coming from below the door.

Just then the door opens and out rolls a
bot with a glowing red forehead and beady
blue eyes.

She says to herself, "I am so close. I
can feel it. Just need more test subjects."

You see a robit inside a glowing tank.
How will you save that robit from this scary
bot?
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With Neigh running away, you board 
Aargh's ship and find it filled with some of 
the missing robits. You set about releasing 
the pets from their cages and lead them off 
the ship.

Why were the robits on the ship?
Where were they taking them? So many 
questions, so few answers.

You contact the police. They arrive and 
impound the boat. Searching it top to 
bottom, they find no answers either.

The only thing that stands out is the 
strange icon that is on all the crates. It 
looks like a robot in the shape of a tree.

There are many happy owners in Tink 
Town tonight, but where are the rest of the 
robits? There are still more to be found!
You are the hero today but can you be the 
hero again tomorrow?
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Taking a step towards Neigh something 
snags your leg. You are quickly catapulted 
high into the air dangling upside down.

Neigh sets sail as many robits call out 
to anyone that can hear. You are helpless 
and can only watch as you listen to their 
cries.

You hang there for a moment and think 
about where things went wrong. You make 
a promise to yourself that you will find out 
what is going on and why they have taken 
the robits! You will do that ... as soon as 
someone comes by and lets you down.
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     You take a dip in the warm oil. You feel 
all your gears clank into place like magic.

     With no one around to question here 
you decide to head to Pattering Plant.
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You take a straight path up to the 
locked gates of Pattering Plant. There is no 
one around. Over at the docks the clanking 
and clattering of crates being loaded onto a 
ship crushes the silence.

A large pirate's squinting eyes greet
you as you walk towards the docks. You
can just make out a little robot moving
things onto the ship.

"What business do ye have here?" the
pirate captain asks.
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Aargh opens up, "I would be doin' 
anythin' to spy wit' ye eye me robit Tweets 
again. But the hour was short on 'tis seven 
seas for him.

"His trip t' Davey Jones` locker should 
have been celebrated, but all 't has brought 
me be th' loss o' me hearty bucko. I reckon 
that I can move on now.

"I be easily bent to 'tis most evil plan 
because 'o me broken heart. A true bucko 
that be lost be not easily replaced.

"I tried to replace Tweets wit' 'tis wee 
guy, but I be knowin' he belongs to 
someone else."

            Aargh hands you Atchoo.
You thank him and ask about the evil 

plan.
He motions over his shoulder. "That 

wee one ran past me be th' one in charge. 
Nothin' he says you be trustin'."
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Aargh leaves without another word. 
With the path clear to his ship, you start to 
move towards it.

Neigh runs away from the ship, leaving 
it open for you to explore.

Do you want follow Neigh or head to 
Aargh's ship?
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As you put your plan into action you 
hear someone say, "I don't need friends, I 
watch out for myself, and you are in my 
way."

Just then something hits you from 
behind. You see Neigh walking away and 
getting on the large boat with Aargh just as 
you black out.

You wake up days later in a repair 
center. You feel dizzy and shaky but with a 
burning need to track down the missing 
robits once again.
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It takes time but you eventually find a 
way out of the trap. You head to the lake 
and take a quick dip.

You decide to check out Pattering Plant 
as the sun starts to fade.
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You make quick work of getting all the 
robits out of the truck. They start running 
out of Whirring Waste and back to their 
owners. Unable to keep track of them all, 
you feel that they will be safe.

You decide to check out the docks at 
Pattering Plant now.
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Your wandering winds its way to
Whirring Waste. The run-down buildings
have not been cared for in many years. Its
sad state keeps this lonely place mostly
empty of robots.

The good thing about Whirring Waste
are the treasures that can be had if one
takes the time. That is just what your good
friend Dent Ding is doing here.

He is bent over digging through a large
pile of what you see as trash. A warm smile
crosses his face. Dent is always willing to
lend a hand.
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Inside the office you find Echo the
elephant.

Echo is happy to see you!
"What are you doing!" shouts the large 

robot bursting in.
Echo quickly charges and knocks over 

the howling bot. Echo continues out of 
Moaning Mines and leads you towards 
Pattering Plant.

Do you want to follow Echo or lead 
him to Lullaby Lake?
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The electrified bot catches you out of 
the corner of his eye. He stomps over and 
bops you on the head. A surge of power 
rattles your chips.

You quickly make your escape before 
any more damage can be done. You head 
out of Moaning Mine.

Lullaby Lake should be able to repair 
your damaged circuits but that may slow 
down your search. You could also head 
to Pattering Plant. Which way would you 
like to go?
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He catches you as you take a peek in 
the room. He throws you into the room and 
locks the door.

"We are trying to make this world a 
better place! Why can't everyone 
understand that," he yells through the door.

Turning around you see a small 
elephant robit shaking in the corner. Just as 
you reach out to pet her, the door slams 
open.

"We need this one too. She has shown 
promise," he says, grabbing the elephant.

You try to fight back but he quickly 
overpowers you and locks the door. You 
hear the truck drive away.

In your haste to escape you injure your 
legs. You barely limp out of Moaning Mines 
and are force to head to the repair shop. 
You can help the robits another day.
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The crusty old pirate's eyes brighten. 
He is taken with you as if you have a spell 
over him. Aargh goes to a cage behind him 
and lets a robit free.

            Atchoo jumps into your arms.
"I had taken 'tis wee one as me own, 

but I be knowin' he misses his true robot 
bucko. Can ye be returning him fer me?"
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"Thar be many robits on that ship. I be 
just th' delivery dog 'n me enjoyment 'o 'tis 
plot be fadin'. Th' brains behind 'tis plan be 
Neigh Nibbler." He nods in the direction of 
the little robot walking off the ship

"Ye be welcome to give a go' 'n stop 
him, but he be one hardened bot. He has 
no buckos 'n only thinks 'o ways to make 
others sad.

Aargh steps aside and lets you pass.
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"Nothin' can replace me Tweets. I miss 
him so. If I be sad 'n lonely then all ye must 
be as well," the old sailor says as he ties 
you up.

He takes you to the end of the dock and 
straps you to a loading crane. He lifts you 
high into the air.

You watch Aargh and his little helper 
finish loading the ship then sail off. You 
pass out after awhile and wake to some of 
the dock hands letting you down.

You head home hoping to catch those 
two another day.
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As Jingle suggested, you take a dip in 
the warm oils of Lullaby Lake. It calms and 
soothes you.

Which way would you like to head now, 
Pattering Plant or Whirring Waste?
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You follow Neigh and soon he is at a full
run. For a little guy he is very fast. You soon
loose sight of him. You quickly make your
way back to the ship. You arrive just in time
to see Neigh getting on the boat.
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Your plan was not enough to overcome 
this evil bot. She pushes you out of the 
building.

"You must be working for that little 
monster of a bot. While I admire his 
actions, he cannot have my robits. His plan 
does not even begin to compare to mine. 
Head back to the docks and tell him to back 
off or he will be sorry."

You have no idea why she thinks you 
are working for someone else but you take 
the lead she has given you and head to 
Pattering Plant.
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Dent is happy to help! Compartments 
flip open with a spring. He wields his tools 
like a fine swordsman. He pokes and cares 
for your parts with ease, the whole time 
talking with you about your adventures and 
the missing robits.

            Dent Ding is excited to join your 
adventure.

Dent tells you that he has heard some 
sounds coming from the building up ahead, 
which he was planning on checking out.
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Dent lowers his head. He does not have 
anything that can help you right now. You 
can see his sad face as he turns away.

"I am at a loss without my Ducky," Dent 
barely squeaks the words out.

You must move on without help from 
Dent. The only advice he gives you is he 
thinks he heard something at the building 
up ahead.
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You see Neigh Nibbler gathering some
crates at the bottom of the ramp that leads
onto the boat. You approach him quickly.

"I see you found your way here even
with your lack of skills. What do you think
you are going to accomplish now? How are
you going to stop me?"

Do you want to talk with Neigh or try to
move past him and search the boat?
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You walk over to Neigh with Aargh at
your side.

Neigh fires words at you. "Fine, side
with him. I am sick and tired of everyone
judging me and my abilities by what they
see. You may think I am just this small cute
bot, but that is all anyone ever sees.

"I don't know who to trust, so I trust no
one but myself."

Neigh turns away, clearly fighting his
emotions. Does Neigh deserve to be
forgiven or should he pay for his crimes?
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Besides bots like Dent, there are not
many who come to Whirring Waste. You
approach the building on high alert. A crack
of light appears as a large door slowly rolls
open. You jump behind the closest pile of
junk.

A robot appears from inside. She looks
around, then heads back in, leaving the
door open.

Sneaking carefully, you follow her in.
You watch her head to a room with an
orange light pouring from the door. Just
then a large truck backs up to the building.
If you stay hidden you may be able to
gather some good information.
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Neigh is cold and bitter. It will take 
quite an effort to get him to open up. Can 
you prove to him that friendship is stronger 
than hate?

- Turn to page 104
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He seems like an easy foe to overcome
but you know that he is smart. If you
underestimate his abilities you may find
yourself in trouble. Can you get past Neigh
and rescue all that he has taken?
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Ohm comes out and quickly rolls over 
to the truck. Eek Energy jumps down from 
the truck. Eek's blue electric bolts get 
brighter as Ohm gets closer.

"Don't bully me with your show. We are 
here to work. What took you so long to get 
here?" Ohm asks.

"That group moving robits from the 
mines to a ship at the docks by Pattering 
Plant. We crossed paths, but I learned 
something about one of their leaders," Eek 
responds.

The two robots head back into the 
office. The back door is still open and you 
make your escape. You decide to head to 
the docks at Pattering Plant and check out 
this captain.
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Something shifts beneath your feet. You 
fall into the floor as it swallows you up. You 
are locked in a box that has closed tight.

You feel the box being moved. You 
tumble around until you eventually come to 
a rest.

After a long while you hear someone 
moving around. Calling out, they open the 
box. It is a worker and he is concerned with 
how you got in there. He takes you to the 
Moaning Mines' security office.

They question you about why you are 
there. You explain what you saw and what 
had happened to you. They take down your 
information and let you go.

Having been in that box all night your 
joints need a good oil bath so you head 
home to try again tomorrow.
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Neigh is taken aback by your actions. 
He is not used to someone opening 
themselves up to him.

Neigh speaks slowly, "I know I have 
broken everyone's trust so you may not 
trust what I say, but I have no reason to lie.

"I was hired by robots across the sea to 
capture as many robits as I could and 
deliver this cargo to them. I am not sure of 
their plans but I am probably not the only 
one they talk with.

"There are thousands of these crates 
around with their tree logo on them. Watch 
out for those who carry this mark.

"There may be others trying to get the 
robits. Hopefully I can help you in the 
future."

With that, he helps you unload all the 
robits from the ship. Like Neigh said, these 
are not all the missing robits. They did have 
many, but there are still many more to find.
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With all the noise, the police arrive. 
After gathering all the facts they take Neigh 
and Aargh into custody. Then you help 
them release all the robits from the ship.

You can't help but notice the symbols 
on the sides of the crates. It looks like a 
tree shaped robot. It looks nothing like any 
robot you have ever seen in Tink Town.

Questioning Neigh, he says, "They are 
the ones paying for the robits. I don't know 
anything about them other than they 
delivered all these crates for us to use."

With the robits freed you notice that 
there are many more robits still missing. 
You wonder if this mysterious group has the 
rest? You return home to get a fresh 
recharge to head back out again tomorrow.
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Neigh stutters, "I was always ignored, 
always the last one picked. No one getting 
close, no one caring. Sure I had my robit 
Clippity, but never another friend.

"I have watched you searching for the 
robits with such passion, but more than 
that, with such caring for others. You have 
opened my eyes and my heart."

Neigh stands up straight, like the weight 
of the world has just been lifted off his 
shoulders. He takes a moment, his eyes 
widen, his body still and calm.

Thinking clearly he continues, "Across 
the sea is a group that wanted the robits. I 
am not sure for what, but they were willing 
to pay in rare goods not found here.

"I want to help you return these robits 
home, " with that Neigh gets up and leads 
you onto the boat.

You release the robits with Neigh's 
help. There were many there, but there are 
still many more missing. You are sure that 
Neigh will help you in the future.
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